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FORECAST
I Friday, WEATHER
8 :00 a. m. - Rain

l

Friday, 8:05 a. m. - Sunshine
Friday, 8: 15 a. rn. - Hail
Friday, 8 :20 a. m. - Eclipse

I
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SPRING
Spring, like the Freshman
edition, comes but once a
year.
It is an occasion of
joy and general inebriation.

---

MARCH 27, 1947

HARDING COLLEGE, SEARCY, ARKANSAS

HODGE, VANHOOSER TO HEAD1948 PETIT
• <

Freshmen Choose Project At
Class Meeting Last Saturday
At a· class meeting 'Saturday the
Freshmen elected to buy a combination radio, phonograph, recorder, and
public address system as their class project for this year. It is to be used in
the Student Center Building soon to be
constructed on the campus.
President Dick Smith also suggested
that the class sponsor a project of having the curtains in the auditorium
cleaned, but the proposal was voted .
down in order to have enough money
to buy a better radio combinatioA set.
The class members are to pay one dollar each co one of the six designated to
collect the money. Their names were
not announced, but will be posted on
the bulletin boards.
At the suggestion of President Smith
the class voted to carry out a get-acq uai med polity in the dining hall and
on the campus in order to obtain a
closer and friendlier relationship of
Harding students. Smith pointed out
chat even though we have been going
to school together for two terms there
are still many on the campus who do
not know each other. This was suggested also for the benefit of the new
~tudents .

Smith surmised that if each of the
class members paid the one dollar, enough money can be raised to pay for
a radio set that would be appropriate
for tl1e new Student Center when it is
completed. Although plans are indef,
inite at present, it was generally agreed
that a set would be ordered in the near
luture to insure delivery at the desired
time.

Six Are Graduated
After Winter Term

•

Graduating at the end of the winter term were six Seniors, Dorothy Ann
Smith, Charles Allen, Mary Adams,
Jack McCorkle, Mrs. Nathan Larrib and
Bob Bell.
Dorothy Smith, whose home is in
Lucy, Tenn., will work in Dr. Summitt's office throughout the spring and
summer terms. She has received a degree in Home Economics.
From Louann, Ark., is Charles Allen. Allen obtained a B. A. degree in
history and social sciences. Though
working at home at present, he plans to
begin work soon on his master's de·
,e.ree.
A registered nurse, Mary Adams
majored in biology with nursing as her
minor.
Miss Adams will direct the
Tuberculosis ·Educational Campaign in
White Coun.ty. 'She intends to do post
graduate work at the University of
Colorado this summer. Her home is in
Searcy.
Jack McCorkle obtained a B. S. degree. While at Harding McCorkle was
lab assistant to Dr. Jack Wood Sears,
head of the Biology department. He
has entered Baylor University where he
is studying to be a dentist. His home
is in Saratoga, Ark.
M rs. Nathan Lamb, formerly Patricia
Halber.t, lives in Searcy. She majored
in 'Spanish.
Receiving a B. A. degree in social
science, Bob Bell had as his minor
business admi nistration. H e will begin
working soon.
A survey showed that 17 out of 20
adults drink orange juice for the vitamins, but we still think that most of
. them drink . it for the orange juice.
-<>-From the reckless way people drive
you wouldn't think they were driving
their own cars.

Large Crowd Secs
Ensemble Program
A capacity audience was present for
the presentation of an ensemble program on the evening of March 20. The
program, one of the most outstanding
of the season, was under the direction
of Mrs. Florence Jewell ~nd consisted
of selections by the giris' glee club,
male quartet, and girls' sextette. Madge
McCluggage accompanied the glee club
and quartet, while Mildred Lanier accompanied the sextette.
The glee club opened the program
with "Ava Maria" by Schubert, with
solo by Gladys O'Neal, "The Green
Cathedral" by Hahn, and "Waltz of
the Flowers" by Tschaikowsky.
The quartet presented the next group
- "Where E'er You Walk" by Handel, "AQnie Laurie", a Scotch Air, and
"Mah Lindy Lou" by Strickland.
Next the glee club sang a group of
folk songs - "Row, Row, Row Your
Boat", by Wilson, "Griddle Cakes" by
Koshetz, and "Oh, Dear What Can the
Matter Be".
The sextette sang "Alice Blue Gown"
by McCarthy-Tierny, "The Man I Love"
by Gershwin, and "Indian Love Call''.
by Friml, with solo by Evelyn Rhodes.
The concluding group consisted of
"Night and Day" by Cole Porter, with
glee club; "The Night is Young" by
Tom Scott, with glee club and John
Mason, soloist; and "Italian 'Street
Song" by Victor Herbert, with glee
club, quartet, and Gladys O'Neal, soloist.
The program was very effectivdy
staged with various lighting effects
suited to the songs. For the first group
the glee club stood; in the second group
the quartet stood in diagonal position
on a single riser. In the third group
the glee club was seated informally, as
was the- sextette in the fourth group.
For the final group and finale all stood.
Qutstanding numbers on <he program were "Mah Lindy Lou'', by the
quartet; "Oh Dear What Can the Matter Be" by the glee club; "Indian Love
Call" by the sextette; and "Night and
Day'', "The Night is Young," and
"Italian Street Song" by the glee club.
Soloists Glayds O'Neal, Evelyn
Rhodes and John Mason gave excellent
performances.

Mrs. Oral Cone

Receives Hon·o ~s
Mrs. Oral Cone, former Harding
student, was the recipient of a very distinctive honor, which was conferred on
her when she was elected as Associate
Grand Conductress at the seventy-first
annual session of the Grand Chapter,
Order of the Eastern Star 6f Arkansas.
This organization now has 15,000
members.
The first grand chapter of Arkansas
was organized in Searcy in 1876, with
Mrs. Kiddy A. Neal of Searcy as the
first· W onhy Grand Matrdh. In recognition of this important event, and
because of her many qualifications,
Mrs. Cone was elected to this office
and · will have the honor of presiding
over the Diamond Jubilee session of
the Grand Chapter, as worthy Grand
Matron in 1951.
Nine members and officers of the
Searcy chapter stayed over- for the
Thursday night session to witness the
installation ceremonies. Mrs. Cone re·
ceived several lovely gifts from chapters over the state at the closing of the
ceremonies.

Playe-r s Invite
Four To Club
Invitations to membership were sent
Monday to four students by the Campus Players. The pledges are Evert
Pickartz, Judy Hogan, Edward Cade,
and Morgan Buffington.
Pickartz, junior from Ozark, Arkansas, has had roles in "Night of January 16" and "Connecticut Yankee in
King Arthur's Court.'' He has also directed two one-act plays. Miss Hogan is
a junior from Little Rock where she
was a member of Delta Psi Omega at
Little Rock Junior College. She has
done costume designing and is to have
a role in "Poor Old Jim". Cade, freshman from Memphis, has had roles in
"Connecticut Yankee in King Arthur's
Court" and "At the Inn". Buffington
junior from Selma, Alabama, played in
"Sauce for the Gauslings" and "Night
of January 16."
Initiation will take place Saturday
night, April 5.

Chosen By ·Junior Classmates
For Annual- Project Next Year

Orators Leave.For
Speech Festival

F.doa Hodge as editor and Jesse Van
and seven
hooser as business manager will head
TO THE FRESHMAN STAPP~
Harding students left this morning for
the 1947 -48 edition of the Petit Jean,
Conway where they will participate in
This note is just by way of thank.Carl Kitzmiller, president of the junior
the annual State Speech Festival to be
ing all you good Frosh. staffers.
class, announced in a press release Mon
held today and tomorrow. Arkansas
You've done a good job. At times
day afternoon, a few minutes after the
State Teachers College will play host
maybe you were discouraged, may..
selections had been made by secret
to the festival.
be you've made mistakes and wondballot at a class meeting.
ered what to do about them. The
Making the trip with Mr). ArmHodge, present secretary of the jun·
strong are Ruth Benson, Judy Ho6a:.i_
thing that counts is rolling up the
ior class, is an English and speech
Edna Hodge, Forest Moyer, Gurhri
old sleeves and settling down to
major from Oklahoma City, Oklahoma.
~ean, Charles Stovall, and Lois Tau;;
work. It has been work, but the
She is a member of the Dramatic Club,
1
so:1.
work was fun because you were coCampus Players, Tofebt Social Club,
operative
and
came
through
in
the
Two contestants will be entered in
and Alpha Psi Omega. 'She is working
pinch.
cad1 of the following divisions: pre~
toward a B. A. degree.
·
That's why you've done a good
pareu poetry, extemporaneous poetry,
Vanhooser, also from Oklahoma City
job. Thanks a million.
prose, oratory, and extemporaneous
is current vice-president of the junior
Topeka, ye Ed.
5peaking.
class. He is president of the Lambda
. The Dramatic Club's play, "Poor
Sigmas, and member of the chorus and
Old Jim" which is entered in that diglee club. After finishing work at
vision of the fest~val, will be presentHarding on his B. A. degree with a
ed Friday afternoon. The cast will leave
double major in math and business adsome time Friday morning. A change
ministration, Jesse plans to attend the
had to be made in the cast, necessitatiUniversity of Oklahoma for work on
eC.: .by Joe Cannon's being away from
The combination dressing, shower, a Master"s Degree.
school for a week. Cannon's role as
and equipment room being built to the
The Juniors also discussed plans for
the doctor in the one-act play has been
south end -0f ·the gymnasium is nearing
the annual ·Junior..Senior banquet, de·
filled by Ed Cade, while Joe Dan Tipps
completion according to an announceciding to have it on the evening of
replareci Cade when his transfer left · ment by Mr. Elbert Turman, college
April 4 at the Blue Room in the
Dr. Jack Wod Sears, professor of
vac.ar1t the part of "Old Jim".
engineer. The only thing holding up
Rendezvous.
biological sciences, announced plans for
Mrs. Armstrong,
Dr. Jack Wood
final work on the building is the late
The Petit Jean is a regular project
campus improvements last week. Three
St:ars, and Dr. Emmett Stapleton are
arrival of plumbing equipment which
of the senior class. The juniors of this
trees will be cut out, and the rose
in charge of the Harding g;oup. The
has been ordered for several weeks. It
year followed the example set by the
garden supplemented by the addition of
festival is under the direction of Miss
is expected to be delivered within a
juniors of 1946 by having the elections
several varieties.
.
Lenora Scott, director of speech at
few days.
early in order to give the responsible
A' large dead tree south of Godden
ASTC. Critic judge will be Dr. Gladys
Six showers as well as plenty of
ones _the chance for assistance from the
Hall and near the gym will be cut. An·
Pore.her, professor of speech at the
dressing room space will be made apresent Petit Jean staff in planning the
other, located at the northeast corner
"!Jniversity of Wisconsin.
vailablC' to the boys when the work is
1947 year book and practical experi·
of Godden must be felled because of
completed. The building will also
ence by being present and helping on
dead limbs and a decayed heart. The
furnish adequate space for st~ring aththe barren spots of the campus and
chis vear's annual.
third is the old stump near the Bar-Bletic equipment. It is expected to be
Th~ staff for the 1947 Petit Jean is
those places which have very little
Q pit.
ready for use within three weeks.
composed of Lois Hemingway, editor,
grass. Rye grass is to be seeded in
In addition to the rose garden, othWork on the other buildings under
Bill Harris, business manager, Dale
several areas also.
er flowers will be planted in various
construction is progressing steadily.
Straughn, Mary Belle Garner, Robert
Chain guards have been placed a·
places on the campus. Climbing roses
Gra)rnn, Dorothy King, James Ganus,
cross the short-cut paths made by the
are to be placed near the trellises ·o~er
Doris Johnson, Theeman Healy, Joe
ceaseless trips to and from classes and
the swings. Evergreens have been orCr.nm.111, Gerry Young, Maxine Mercer,
dered to add to the beauty of the cam- • dormitories. Dr. Sears has appealed to
Margaret Smart, Thelda Healy, Mildall concerned to follow the walks and
pus. Among these will be a few junired Lanier, Charles Doyle, Maryanne
give the newly planted grass a chance
pers.
Hai1etr, Janet Rea, Arthur Peddle, Joe
to grow.
Carpet grass · has been planted on
_The Harding Quartet is scheduled
Dan T1pps, Lois Vaughn, 'Sammy Swim
to appear in the commencement exerand Vernon Lawyer.
cises of the Plainview High School at
eight o'clock tonight, Members of the
By Fung Seen lll'ong
quartet are Bill Nations, first tenor;
of a flower .
When the oldest boy or girl of the
Bob Riggs, second tenor; James Willett,
Jf the family is rich, the bride may
family reaches the age of 17 or 18,
baritone; and Paul Clark, bass.
h2.W: one or two maidservants given to
the parents will find for them a fiance.
They are to do four numbers on the
her by her mother. A maid-servant will
The agreement will be arranged beprogram, "Where E'ere You Walk'', by
History and appreciation of art and
open up an umbrella when the bride
tween the two fathers of the young
Handel, "Mah Lindy Lou" by 'Strickhistory
and appreciation of music, two
1s ready to get off the sedan · chair, an' ·
couple; and a future date will be set
land , "Annie Laurie," an old Scotch
courses never before offered at Harding
her face is covered with a silk handfor the wedding.
qi.elody, and "The Old Woman in a
are on the schedule for the spring term.
i C"(h1e! hanging down from her ·...,d- Shoe."
· The night before the marriage takes
The art class is a 4 1-2 hour course
Jing cap. A band will play the w'!dplace, !he bride will call together a
Appearing at the Plainview bacca.<imeeting every day, and is taught by
Jir g meiody as the bride and 5rcom ureate program Sunday night the qua~ 
group of girls, her best friends and reMrs. Perry Mason. It is a survey of the
enter the house then a long bunch of
latives, to her room and there they will
tet rendered
"Holy, Holy, Holy;"
history and appreciation of art, sculpcrackers will be set afire.
stay for the night. During the night
"Faith of Our Fathers," and "Day is
ture, and architecture from pre-historic
Inside the house there are guests of Dying in The West."
they will joke and play and do everytimes to the present, with analyses, inthe groom's family. The bride and
thing they can to make the bride hap·
terpretations, evaluations of the periods,
groom will walk side by side until they
py, because most probably, the bridestyles, and great personalities.
reach the family shrine table. On the
to-be will cry all night. Once she is
History and appreciation of music,
wall is a big red cloth hanging down
married she is not as free as she was
taught by Professor Andy T. Ritchie,
with golden colored paper .and some
before, that is, she is not able to see
is also a 4 1-2 hour course which meets
words inscribed which means t0 wish
her folks very often. 'She has to stay
every day. The text book will be "ListSeventeen new students have enrolled
them good luck. There are red candles
in her husband's home with her father
ening to Music Creatively," by Stringfor the spring term. In the college are
on the table as well as fruits, flowers,
and mother-in-law.
ham. It is a survey course in the hisW. 0. O'Banion, Swifton, Ark.; Stevbridal-cakes, a roast pig and a piece of
Most of the weddings take place at
tory of music with analysis, interpreen D. Eckstein, Kansas City, Mo.; Hugh
ted paper, the marriage certificate.
night. The bride will wear a wedding
tations, and evulations of periods, types
Mingle, Dexter, Mo.; Tom M. MohunAn elderly friend will be asked to
dress with gold and silver thread emand also includes great personalities in
dro, Ripley, Tenn.; James R. Freely,
perform the wedding ceremony.
broidery, a bright skirt, and a wedding
Memphis, Tenn.; Robert Mollen,Quinthe field of music.
While they are eating, the bride will
cap.
Professor Ritchie will play records in
ton Holland, Tuscon, Ariz.; William
come with her maids to every table to
The groom is staying in hi; own
class with the aim of teaching students
Bragg, Dallas, Tex.; John W. Wangor,
drink a cup of wine with the guests.
home - waiting for his bride, while she
to listen discriminately to types of musBrooklyn, N. Y.; Henry L. Smith,
One maid is to carry the wine. After
is to be carried to her new home in a
Huff, Ark.; Carroll Lynn, Melbourne,
ic literature.
that, she will go back into her room aspecially decorated sedan~chair . If the
Biological Chemistry, taught by Dr.
Ark.; Mr. and Mrs. W. T. Wallace,
gain to change her dress. Then she
bride has any brothers at all they will
Joe Pryor, is being offered this quarter
Oak Ridge, Tenn.; Eloise Farmer, Bigcomes out again to say goodbye to the
dress in long gowns, short bla k waist
for the first time in several years. It is
low, Arkansas; Norma Jean Qualls, Abguests. On the third day of their marcoats and black silk skull caps with a
a five-hour course meeting every day,
ilene,_ Tex.; Clarice R: Corden; Caroriage, the couple will go to the bride's
red knob. They will go with the bride
and is especially designed for students
family and there they also give a great lyn Dudney, Hindersonville, Tenn.
to her new house, then they will replanning to be doctors, nurses, or labHarold Franklin of · Little Rock has
big feast. This time the bride's friends
turn. The groom and his friends will
oratory technicians. It is a study of the
enrolled in high school.
are invited. On the fourth day, the
be waiting · outside the door to welcarbohydrates, fats, proteins, vitamins,
bride and groom will go home again.
come her. The front door is specially
and horomones, and their role in metaIf
winter
was
here,
spring
can't
be
Every
now
and
then
the
bride
will
go
decorated with two big candle lights
bolism and nutrition.
far behind.
back to her own home with the groom.
and a red cloth twisted into the shape
Mrs. ]. N. Armstrong

Campus.Improvement
Plans Are Released

0

Boys Dressing Room
Nearing Completion

Quartet Sing At
Commencement

A Chinese . Wedding

Two New Courses
For Spring Term

Seventeen New
Students Enroll

HARDING COLLEGE, SEARCY, ARKANSAS

PAGE TWO

You Can Never Be Alone
If there's anything worse than living completely shut off frorn
others, it's mingling with your fell ow men and setting a poor pattern.
Influence is a thing too long undersold in importance to the character
of an individual and that of those around him.
Modern life allows little complete freedoms from men. You
live with others whether you like 1t or no~ - and you like it. But
you're constantly under the eyes of those ~ho would. do as you do.
The pattern of your way of life and works may be ragged at the edges.
You may be passing bad traits to the next fellow.
It isn't hard for you to remember the influences that shaped your
life, the actions of people that a~e shaping your life at this moment.
How important are these examples to you?
·Up to a certain point admiration will breed emulation. How
·good or how bad imitation of a person's character. traits can be con·
cerns the traits themselves. If they're worth acquiring, the individual
profits by expanding his make·up and broadening his own moral
strength. Bad traits may be absorbed with apparent harmlessness, but,
unless they are controlled, they will remain a weakness.
Your actions don't concern simply you. They concern society
as a whole. By setting a bad ·example you leave an evil for others.
And unless you plan to be a Robinson Crusoe, you'd better start
thinking about the pattern of your life and the influence it radiates
to those around you.
-E. S.

MARCH 27, 1947

Ode To The Freshmen:
Wearing Of The Green

PICK-UPS
By Lois Benson

By E. Shrdlu
(Editor's Note: Due to the fact that this is the freshman edition we feel
that a few words should be devoted to these potential great oaks from little
chesnuts. Scribe 'Shrdlu here elucidates slightly in their behalf.)
Young and innocently untried were we when first we bounded onto this
smali section ot the earth's crust that we have since learned to love and respect
as Harding (shout it loudly) . We were children of inexperience, babes at the
first carnival. We were neophytes at the arts of campusology, which are many
and varied. We were, as it has become the custom to say, freshmanish.

----1100-----

Self-Discipline

But with the help of our upperclassmen friends, who were very considerate
as we flitted hither and thither in search of striped paint, keps to the oarlocks, and
lefthanded monkey wrenches, we have pur .off the cloak of freshmanism and have
emerged radiant and strong, barriers for the new frontier of college life.
We completed ou ~ metamorphosis.
We had charted the course.
We had found the way.
Then . . .

"The Echo" of Arkansas State Tea·
chers'
Many's the time during grade school
days, we've been let our of classes in
the afternoon to find a parent waiting. But last week Miss Cassady found
a youngster playing around by himself
in the play-yard at the training school.
She felt she ought to check up: "What
are you doing? " she asked. "Playing,"
junior answered. "How old are you? "
He held up five fingers. "Where's
your mother?" Miss Cassidy presisted.
She was told, in a word, that mother
was working; then she asked : "And
where's daddy? "
"He's in there. I'm waiting on him,"
junior replied, nodding his head ~oward the G. I. high school.
·
--0-

Cruelest of fates! We should be shoved back into disgrace .by the Press
Club, an organization that publishes thirty newspapers per year for the soul purpose of tossing the whole job to the Freshmen during an ill-s'pecified week in
spring. They start early in the fall and continue rendering the Bison a journalistic
wreck until. the Freshman gain conrrol and, behind some gallant first-year editor
put the sheet back on its feet again, allowing senior staffers to coast along until
the season's end.

So once more the Frosh have reoonverted the publication into a thing that
" Spare the rod and spoil the child .. , admonishes the old saying.
And yet toaay, atter tho .... sands of years and with millions of object will doubtless be read once more (Interior Decorating Editor: Have you tried wall
papering your room with Bisons? It presents a charming effect - particularly
lessons, we sull do not discipline eitner ourselves or those we love.
Time was when a lack ot discipline could be winked at; the world after the papers have turned a soft yellow shade). Once more the Freshman
had lots of empty space_ Hut in a more crowded world, in trying times class has saved the day. But at an enormous expense. We have sacrificed our
arid with tro ubled minds, we feel less apt to" wink at each other's reputations as Hardiogites to become again Freshmen, who are good for practically
foibles. So, to begin to successfully apply the rod to one's offsprings, nothing but showing up the rest of the sohool in athletics, scholarship, character,
one must successfully restrict his own movements and discipline him- service, and leadership.
In spite of the odds against him, however, the Freshman will not desert his
self as he knows he should be. Some, (the more successful), even
charge.
He will remain trustworthy, loyal, helpful, friendly, courteous, kind,
penalize themselves when they have slipped and fallen. This is a
delightful evidence of a strength of character, an unswirving purpose, obedient, cheerful, thrifty, brave, clean, and reverent. He will uphold his
and the ability to apply corrective measures on an erring one whom motto: "Be Prepared." He will help other people at all times and obey rhe
Scout law.
we love dearly. It is good training for a good future.
Off the record, where did they gee the connection of green paper and first
To many of us, the matter of self-discipline presents a real problem. We may come from the most ideal of home situations, but in year students? We assume that they (Seniors, Juniors, and Sophomores - on
many cases our education has lacked the element of self-denial. In the Freshman list in that order) intended to associate the Frosh with young and
other words, upon finding ourselves left more upon our own, we have tender chloroplasts. A certain upperclassman has suggested that a rich brown
to develop that stiff upper lip and take ourselves in hand. This is the color would fit better - a sort of earthworm.isb brown. No comment (Editor's
first requisite for success in college life. Resolutions are good, but a Note: No commen{.)
ANNOUNCEMENT: The regular Bison staff will nold a bonfire tonight
stubborn determination to carry them out is essential.
at
a
site as yet undecided. All students are requested to bring their freshman
If convention would permit, I could give several fine illustrations
editions.
of people we all know who are rigid disciplinarians, but this would
not be, necessary, for we all know people of this kind. Needless to
say, these people make a success of each undertaking. They are a
credit to themselves, to their country, and to their God, and as such
will undoubtedly raise posterity that will be equally creditable to their
Spring is at last here. And with the coming of spring comes the
generation.
-R.H.
temptations to stay outside ... skipping those afternoon classes as we
do so. Before we do this shouldn't we stop and do a little serious
thinking? After all we are here to learn, to further our education,
and can we do that and cut our classes aimlessly? This is the final
quarter of the school year, and perhaps the only opportunity in life
open a letter the waste cans are here
One of the first things people notice
that some of us may have for enlarging our education, therefore, we
for just the purpose of receiving them.
when they come onto our campus is the
grounds. We may not think so, but Don't clutter up the campus with them.
should make the most of our opportunities ... not lose them for an
first impressions count. And the way And it does count if you'll do your
afternoon in the sunshine . . . · Too, why lose something that you
our campus looks has a lot to do with
part, for if everyone feels that way,
have already paid for?
-P. W.

Aoother excerp from the Florence
State Teacher's College paper.
DO YOUSmile without smirking;
Work, never shirking
Tasks you are given to do;
Win without crowing;
Lose, never throwing
Fits and tantrum or two;
Talk without blabbing
Secrets you really should keep;
Kiss without celling;
Argue, never yelling
Words you'd regret after sleep;
Play without fouling,
Cheating, or howling;
'Share and not ask a report;
Love, and while loving
Guide without shoving?
Buddy, you ARE a good sport!
-Johnny Roberts.
--0-

"Professors of Drake University are
unfair to organized marriage!" This is
the cry of many of the veterans on
the Drave campus after results of examinations were revealed.
One student explained, "The poor

Springtime and Class Cuts

Keep Our Campus Clean

a visitor or a new student's first impression.
When we were at home we can remember our mothers trying to get us
to keep the yard looking nice. We recognized then that the yard was ours
and that its appearance did count. In
the same way that that was your own
yard, our campus is each and every
srudents' own yard. We don't want to
give people the idea that we don't care
about what our yard looks like, or that
we don't appreciate a nice yard, do we?
Remember we're just one big family
and we can all do our part- When you
take your candy wrapper 'off or tear

look at the campus we'll have.
Sure, it takes cooperation, but look
at the results. Also it shows considerar
tion on our part for the workers that
try to keep our campus clean. Let's try
to help them. Just like the sloppy or
neat way we dress shows our personality, the way we keep our campus proves
whether we really care. Of course some
are just careless, but let's try to think
about it, and remember keep on the
sidewalks.
We are blessed with a beautiful
campus - mother nature has done her
part - let's do ours. Theo we can be
proud!

A PELETT ES
l
ij= =CH
========1'1
By Eddie Baggell

WEDNESDAY, MARCH 19
Following a theme of mission work,
the first chapel service of the spring
term was highlighted by the reading of
letters from Africa and Japan, and an
itnnouncement of plans for an extended
campaign in Ft. Wayne, Indiana.
'Sibyl Rickman's letter from South
Africa told of appreciation for the
$5000 sent from Harding, most of
which came from the collection taken
Thanksgiving Day. Stating she was
very busy, she promised a form letter
would be sent out later, telling of the
HOW IS SPRING AFFECTING YOU?
March both perced to the roote."
progress of the work in N. Rhodesia.
Don Engle: 'Tm broke!"
Juanita Floyd: "Hasn't yet."
0. D. Bixler, writing from Tokyo.
Reuben Morton: He sorta stuttered
Carl Kitzmiller: "Just grinned and
expressed joy over the news that some
and stumbled around but we all know -Harding students are planning to do
pulled out a letter from you know
what he means.
who."
mission work in Japan. Housing can
Ralph Denham: "Affected me a litbe secured, _ he wrote, and said "there
Bill Braggs: "Reckon I'm just naturtle early - February shall we say."
are no limits to the possibilities here."
ally lazy, but now even more so."
--0Evedyn Rhodes: "Great stuff!"
Joe Lemmons: "Are you kidding"hum wonder what he could mean by
Jess Vanhoser: "fo the spring a THURSDAY MARCH 20
that?"
Dr. Benson, conducting his second
young man's fancy turns to - baseMiriam Larsen: With usual blank ball."
r.hapel service since his return from
Thelma Brannan: "Makes me wanta Canada, related his various experiences
look - - "dah!"
in getting from Toronto to WilmingBill O'Neal: ''I've got a strong con- go home."
stitution but I notice lots -;,f others actton, Del., where he arrived too late to
Walter Clark: "About to get a sun
ing funny, namely, ~on Er.$1e."
bath"
could that have been a ~peak at a special luncheon.
Swinging over to Washington, Dr.
Joe Tipps : "When the Aprille with blush?
John D. Baldwin: "Ain't here yet."
l3c;nson had a personal talk with J.
hise shoures soothe. The draughte of

Q uestion of The Week

l

&!gar Hoover, head of the F. B. I. Dr.
Benson, quoting Mr. Hoover, said that
the: two main problems of the United
Siates are the increasing crime wave
and the rise of communism.
-0-

FRIDAY, MARCH 21
Jobo Mason delighted both chapel
groups by presenting a group of songs,
accompanied by Mrs. Florence Jewell.
His program started with "Dedication",
and was followed by "Serenade,"
"Macushla,"
"Love's
Own ' 'Sweet
Song," "The Desert Sing," "Can't Yo
Heah Me Callin', Caroline," "Memories," and "Anniversary Song,"
The audience showed its appreciation . by requesting an encore. Mr. Mason retaliated with "Sally in our Ally."
-0-

SATURDAY, MARCH 22.
Dr. Bales spoke on the problem of
unbelief_ He brought to light the doc·
trines of continuity and uniformity.
It was pointed out that all things continue as they have been since creation.
Dr. Bales concluded by saying that
Christ is coming again. He. came the
first time to die for our sins. His sec·
ond coming will be to receive those
who have been faithful to Him.

grades received in my subjects have ·
made life at my home miserable. It
seems my young son, attending a nearby school, brought his report card
home the same day I presented my
marks to his mother. He received several "A's" and "B's" while my grades
were strioing for the "C" level.
"He now sits at the head of the
dinner table ,reads the paper before I
do and chooses the radio programs. It's
demoralizing."

A Soul- Winning
Personality
By Keith T. Thompwn
Jesus had the drawing personality
needed to win souls. The divine nature
of the Son of God had a magnetic pull
upon the hearts of men so as to bring
them to salvation. Since the chief motive of the Christian must be to save
souls, he then must partake of the
mind of Christ.
A soul-winner must be one who, having diligently studied the Scriptures,
will be open-minded and unprejudiced
towards the lost. He must realize his
utter dependence upon his Creator by
persistent and earnest prayer. This
realization will bring forth worship
from the heart which will uplift and
purify his soul. These added to daily
fellowship with the Trinity will produce hunger which can only be satir
fied by leading souls to the Lord.
Although a crue Christ-like spirit is
sufficient to soul-winning, a knowledge of the world is valuable. A broad
knowledge and vocabulary will be of
great help to the seeker of the lost. A
Christian who can converse readily with
the farmer as well as with the induscrialist will have a great advantage.
The lives of some can be more readily touched by one with a knowled.ge
and practice of social conduct. However, in all things there can be no compromise of the Godly with the worldly, for the soul winners must first be
Godly.

Role of the Small College
Ir. . a chapel talk last week Dr. Benson mentioned something that
is worth rcm~mbenng - to the student and to the citizen. He quoted
aa off~ -:ial who stated that the future of America rested in the hands
of this nation's small colleges.
That the large universities are becoming "educational factories"
is a thing long felt among students attempting to decide between the
small collees and the universities. He has lined the advantages in his
ledger something like this:
Th great universities are world-renowned. A student of such a
school can travel on: the institution's name. The university graduate
can practically write his ticket in comparison with the small college
graduate. He has had the . best known instructors and other advantages brought about by a school with great financial backing.
On the other hand the small college offers closer student relationships, friends, personal guidance and help. It offers training in
character and morals. A student has the opportunity to live college
there, not be run through as though on an assembly line. Very little
un-Christian, un·American thought can edge into the student life,
for the small college, in nearly every case, teaches Christianity and
the American way.
Its easy to see that, though small colleges may not prd'tluce gen·
iuses, they came through every time with alert and intelligent citizens.
-T. T.
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This week brings a new columnist
with a new column to the ever-forbearing public. If your eyes can stand the
personality · revealing color of this
enthralling edition of THE BISON,
then read on, dear reader, read on.
Spring, along with a dozen other
things like green grass, flowers, and
new students, has finally come to Harding. You can tell it by looking at the
shining faces of these Harding boys
and gals.
And speaking of shining faces I'm
reminded of the visiting speaker who
began his lecture to the students of a
high school 'way down in ArkansasNashville, to be exact (bet you'd never
guess where I'm from with the following words: 'Tm happy to be here
today and look into the bright and shining faces of " . . . But he got no further before fourteen girls had grabbed
madly for their compacts and were
powdering their noses. By the way
corn grows down Nashville way too.
But let's talk some more about Spring
and the new term and schedules that
we have worked on so diligently for
hours and hours, only st0pping for a
minute to devour a minimum of food.
Let's hope that ~ith this new term it
will be as Longfellow predicted :
"As turning the logs will make a
dull fire burn,
So change of studies a dull brain."
And ifs certain we cannot deny that
there· s been several dull brains floating around. I know because my biology
final test paper was returned the other day.
It seems that along this line too many
of us are deciples of Solomon in his
teaching that "Much study is a wear~
iness °of the flesh.''

By Chesshir

''The sorry world is sighing now,
The flu is at the door;
And many folks are dying now
Who never died before."
This is a reminder to go over to the
nurses office and get a shot.
And now I must be running along
so I leave you with this bit of non·
sense.
"A maiden at college, Miss Breeze,
Weighed down by B. A.'s and Lit.
D.'s
Collapsed from the strain.
Said her doctor, 'It's plain
You are killing yourself - by degrees!"'.

CO~GE.

name:
''And tho' this world, with demans
filled,
Should threaten to undo us,
We will not fear, for God hath will·
ed
His truth to triumph through us.
The prince of darkness grimW e tremble not for him;
His rage ·we can endure,
For lo, his doom is sure;
· One little word shall fell him! "

Beanery Suffers
Burgularization

The date of the composition of Luth·
er·s famous chorale, "A Mighty Fortress Is Our God," is .not definitely es·
tablished. The historical importance of
it dates from the German wars, during
which time the Prussian armies used co
sing it as a marching hymn as they
went forth to carnal warfare with their
enemies. As many feel about some of
the wars of our age, they considered
their fight a struggle in the name of
God, and they received great comfort
and encouragement in singing lustily
the lines, "Did· we in our own strength
confide, Our striving would be losing.
Were not the right man on our side,
The man of God's own choosing."

~

Here's a little something I'd like to
pass on to you. Have you ever noticed
how queer nature is?
The night falls
But it does not break
The day breaks
But it does not fall.
~

With this horrible influenze epidemic this little poem is definitely in order.

How much more applicably can we
apply the words of this famous hymn
to our spiritual warfare. With no question in our hearts concerning our truth
of purpose, without wondering whethr
er we are in the right or whether we
may be doing wrong, we can echo the
words of this great reformer, who made
a great attempt to reestablish God's
Word among men but who made the
mistake of restoring to carnal resistance to worldly forces in sounding His
praises and encouraging our brethren
to higher accomplishments in Christ's

Bill Morgan's newly..purchased Beanery had unknown and unwelcomed visitors some time between Saturday night
at 11:00 and 6:30 a. m. Sunday. Proprietor Bill opened his place of business
at the latter time to find that burgulars had forced their way intp the building by the back door and had made off
with merchandise amounting to an esti·
mated $5.00.
Encrance had been gained by the removal of a large nail which was used
to lock the door from the inside. It
would have been impossible to unlatch
the door from the outside, so it has
been clearly established that the nail
was removed by a person or persons ,
while they were inside.
About one hundred pennies which
had , been collected as sales tax were
taken. No other money had been left
in the building. Potato chip5, ice cream,
do-nurs, mint rolls and cookies were
taken in small amounts. l\.lso, a box of
lead pencils were missing.
A combination radio, -phonograph,
recorder, and public address system va,lued at $150 was not bothered. A .miall
table model radio also was sitting on
the counter and had not been moved.

M.
Phone 225

M.

Comin' Thru The Corn
B'J Tomm'j Thompson
.The greatest trouble with h umor col·

umns today is that there is too much
beating around the bush before the
writer gets around to the gags. So we
will dispense with all such palaver. Following this paragraph are several at·
tempts at humor. They were collected
hither and thither (our editor, by the
way, refused to include what we bad
intended to be our greatest attraction:
a crying towel to be clipped at the col·
umn's end.)
-0--
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"Doctor,'' she said lowlly after bang·
ing on the floor, "I want you to say
frankly what's wrong with me."
The man at the door surveyed her
from head to foot. "Madam," he said
at length, "I've just three things to tell
you.''
"Yes?"
"First, you're nearly fifty pounds overweight. Second, you've got on abput
five times too much lipstick. Third,
I'M an insurance agent - the d(){:tor
lives on the next floor.''
Two men met in a doctor's office.
"Hello," said one, painfully, 'Tm
aching from neuritis."
"Glad to meet you. I'm Johri~n
from Chicago.''
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Every home needs a copy of Hurlbut's Story of the Bible. Order yours
today from the College Book Store.

Seni9r (at a basketball game) : "See
that big substitute down there playing
forward? I think he's going to be our
best man next year."
C()-ed: "Oh, darling, thi.s is so sud den!"
Ramrod Jake, meanest gunman in
the West, burst into the saloon. "List·
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"l'll fill ya' fulla' lead," the gangster growled at his empty automatic
pencil.
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"Are they strict in your college?"
"Strict? You remember Sn,1ttY°r
Well, he died in class and they propped
him up until the lecture ended.''

927 EAST MARKET

"Home of Good Eats"

~IXIE
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Professor: ''Y <?U can't sleep io my
classes."
Student: "If you didn't talk so loud,
I could."

The Indian medicine man was &ell·
ing an elixir which he declared would
make men live to a great age.

We __1 poultry, eggs, hides, fur, etc., operare modern pecan shelling plan•
H. M. Thompson and M. 0. Thompson
Phone 156, Searcy, Art.

r. . . .

"Son, are you pursuing your studies
faithfully?"
"Yes, sir. I'm always behind."

-ir--

Allen's Quality Bakery
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"Look at me," he shouted before the
crowd, 'Tm strong and healthy and
over 300 years old."
"Is he really as old as that?" asked a
listener of the quack's youthful assist·
ant.
"I can't say," replied the assistant,
"I've only worked for him for 100
years.'

en'," he shouted, weilding a revolver
in ear ii large hand, "All youse' rats
clear outa' here!"
Immediately the room's occupants
scurried for the doors. Finally the room
was empty with the exception of an
Englishman, who calmly leaned against
rhe bar with his ginger ale.
"Well?" the gunman snarled.
"There certainly were a lot of them,
weren't there?" the Englishman remarked.

RENDEZVOUS
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& BUS STATION

"WE WILL BE HAPPY TO SERVE
YOUR PARTIES"
PHONE223

Chamberlain Hand Lotion
Hinds Hand Lotion
Campana Balin
Trushay Hand Lotion
Jergens Lation
Fitch Shampoo
Kremel Shampoo
Drene 'Shampoo
Halo Shampoo
Lustre Cream
Kremel Hair Tonic .
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Wildroot .Cream Oil
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Listerine Tooth Paste
Arrid Deodorant
Mum Deodorant
Quest Deodorant
Kurh Tablets
Midol Tablets
Lysor Antis_eptic
S. T. 3 7 Antiseptic
Listerine Antiseptic
Dr. Tichenor's Antiseptic
Real Hair Nets
Bobbie Pins
Woodbury Soap
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This is just the start of our drug departm~nt.
If you have any article in mind that we do not
have let us know and we will order them today.
Thanks, THOMAS DILLINGER
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Found: .One Gray Hair;
May Be Procured At Inn
By TOMMY THOMPSON
In view of the fact the Freshman editorial staff believes in including at
least one item of genuine service to the student readers of the Bison, I have
consulted che officials of the College Inn Los.t and Found Department - and
with amazing results. It seems that Hardingians are becoming quite effi~ient
at the practice of losing certain possessions and never reclaiming them.
Material assets of the Lost and Found now consist of one tie, two handkerchiefs, one scarf, twenty pencils and fountain pens,. two pairs of glasses,
follrteen assorted gloves, sixteen keys of various types, books of different sizes,
and ·some d~zen articles of unknown identity. Discouraging, wot?

Profile on a Hangnail
This is the saga of Al Goldman 01' "Why was I born?" as told to Dick. Smith
tender the stress and strain of the "pe1'Sonality's" own personality.
Me dear Mudder foun' me, four
weeks old, hangin' from a subway
strap between 17 5th St. and Jerome
Avenya. I wuz breakin' me poor little neck tryin' ta read a Sal Hepatica
ad.

At de age uv four I shot me foist
teacha. 'She caught me droppin' toid
graders outa da .fifth floor win<las uv
good ole P, S. No: 47. Attemptiri' ta
steer me junivile ambitions inta more
constructive channels, ·I proceeded ta
decarate ·da hawls on da fawt flaw wit
Apparencly girls are the worst offenders in the clothing department. Five
:artistic murals. After I finished a highpairs of gloves have been losn. Two pairs of these are cotton dress gloves,
ly byootiful panaramma of "Flat-top"
practically new. One pair is rayon and decorated with olive branches or pine
and "Shoulders" shootin' marbles wit
· "Vitamin · Flintheart's" pills, I went
oones or something botanical. Anothe( two pairs are horrible co behold. fr
back after more crayons but instead I
·is easy to see why these, writhing in shades of red, black,\ yellow, and white,
wound up makin' blackjacks in 4a
become lost. They probably turned up in the hands of someo~e who had
handicraft · class.
thought he had found a litter of coral snakes.
·ba memories I poipetrated in P. S.
Other feminine items are a white scarf, a handkerchief designed like the
48 ( dey boarded up ole · "4.,7 " after I
Arkansas State flag with different shades :of apple blossoms thereon, a lipdismantled a few windas wid ro~ks,
shot onr da lights an set fire to da
stick contraption, and a piece of multicolored netting, the purpose of which
Principal's office) are dear to me heart.
has not been determined.
At de illustrious age UV. nine, class 2A,
Boys' clothes include a tie (shudder!), a white handkerchief, and gloves.
me i:eacha banged me head against da
There are two unma-rched gloves, one fudined, the other army wool And
blackbawd. Da next day I hadda start
the little chum who lost a pair of good-looking brown leather gloves had
off widda clean slate.
As a member uv da "Happy Hooli~
better make haste to his reclaimation of them. '11hey fit me perfectly.
gans Pratective Mob" when I quit .
'Someone lost a pair of polaroid sunglasses. The guy or gal who lost the
scli'ool in da toid grade, it wuz me
other pair of glasses must be lost ·now. They' re as thick as Arkansas mos· proud dooty ta swipe apples from da
quitos over the fishpond in summertime. The Lost and Found has six combs,
fruit stands as hush money for da
complete with hair on each one. There's one wallet, adorned by naval incops. Never da Jess, me faverit job wuz
signia and a schooner. Inside the wallet we have a picture entitled "School
stealin' pennies outa da blind man's
cup on 15th St. Howda ya tink I got
Days - 1944-45" and a card saying "One quart, J . H. Morris.'' Honest.
all me pencils?
And that's not all.
I woiked six long weeks for da gas
Writing instruments furnish a goodly portion of lost articles. Eleven
comp'ny, where I acquired a · large
quoter uv hot air. Not bein' able ta
fountain pens and one pen cover have been found. They vary in trade names
witstand da punishment which wuz
- Welsharp, Conklin, Servall, Wearever, ~enman, Parker, Eversharp, etc.
metered out ta me, I attempted ta re·
Practically any color under the sun. ' Besides one yellow wooden pencil, there
tire from da cares an problems uv da
are seven automatic pencils - Eversharps, Finelines, Scriptos, and so on.
woild of woik. At dis point in me life
They never say "Open the door" down at the Inn. Sixteen assorted keys
I became a "non-essential" to da wheels
uv industry.
are in the collection, some have chains, som~ do not.
Den came da war, I wuz drafted beThe Lost and Found morgue of odds and ends features one large tan
cawse me foot got caught in da subbutton, a green plastic four-leaf cloves, a piece of leather of unknown function,
w&y and de empees nabbed me, and I
a gold heart ~m a contorted wire, a nickel, a tie clasp with a decorative replica
fo11ght and I fought and I fought of a bag of Purina chttkerboard feed. Other morgue .items are two pieces
but I still hadda go anyway. I feel diffrundy now when I read da postiz sayof paper - one, a check for twenty six cents, the other, a note reading "I
in', "The .Army Wants Men," 'cause
do not know. I guess chapter number 16" - and two nails, one broken.
I found out dat I wuz jist one of di.
Has anyone lost a metal tap off the sole of a shoe? Yep, they've found
boys.
one of those too.
Jean Wood, senior law student from
Springfield, was elected by smdencs in
the School of Law, of the University
of Arkansas, to be Queen of the Law
School for 1947. Miss Wood will be
crowned at the Lawyer's Ball tomorrow
night. ·
-0--

Ir might be interesting to note that

Get your copy of Egermeir's Bible
Story Book with pictures and maps at
the College Book Store.

SMITH'S

at Millsaps College at Jackson, Mississippi they have a Sigma Lambda club
instead of Lambda Sigma.
I beg your pardon, I didn't recognize you. I've changed a lot-Oscar

!
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As a foist Lootenunt of da highes\
degree, I was appalled at da lack uf in
tellect displayed by de enlisted men
After all, dey wuz only college grad5
wid Ph.D's so I wuz able to sympatize
wid em. It bein' me doory to set da
example, it ain't suprizin' ta loin dat I
wuz da foist man to cross da Seegfreed Line - and da foist ta run back.
While in de Army I wuz in da Texas
( 36th) Division. "East is east an west
is west" . . . an we met. _

I'll never forget wen dey electrocuted me brudder at 'Sing Sing and hung
me sister in Joisey City how awl da
kids follid ·me a~oi:in, .askin' fa me awcagraff. Dis habit is war led to me resultin' .. confinement, .· so to speak.
(Speech . Dept.. and . Mrs. von Hesse,
pleez note da plug) In · l~ter years dey
cMight up V.:id me, still atternptin' ta
be nice to da k.ids, awtagraffin' wun
uv m~ pa~irits in da ,Post_Office.

wit da Dean, an rolled out da doo.r.
Dis is makin me a stoodnt in Harding
Collich. Oh how I long faw da Bronx!
Nex ting ye know I'm relacin' me life
· histry ta more uv me ravin' fans .. .?
Me last job on da campus wuz
swipio' da trofies from da Buffalo office dem I hadda retain. Dar reminds me, did you know it wuz me
war broke in Tony Galento? Sure, I
foun out where da guy lived, broke in,
an ma~es ready to walk off wid all I
can get a hold uv. Den Tony walks in
an broke off all he could get a holt of.
But I had im worried - he thought
he wuz gonna kill me.
I jist decided ta change me major
an be a philanthropist. Dey're all so
welty! Also dey been tryin' ta loin me
de Englitch langwitch, but by dis time
I tink Mrs. Armstrong is ready ta back
down. Now I guess I'm goin' ta Har·
vard cause 1 cant get inta Yale .

Me next addrl!SS wuz Block 4, cell dat
is, 14th presinkt. All ya hadda do wuz
call .Sgt. Mulligan. Dat untrustin', narrer-minded judge wouldn't b'lieve me
wen I said, "I didn't .steal dat Cadillac,
it follid m.e home.''
- Enyway, haviii' ·.consumated me pois.cribed time at .dear· ole Levenwoit, l
mounted · a train -wh.ich ·happened to be
headed tawds Harding Collitch, an set
out D. C. da woild. De awe provokin'
ting about it was dat me ticket only
carried me as far as Soicy where I
found out dat life begins, not at forty,
but "don by da fish pont.''
.w anderin' aroun lookin' fer a cup
a cawfee, I spied a long line uv people.
Not havin, shook off all da habits of
me draftee days, I speedfully took me
place in line. Before I can recover me
self I'm swept troo a door, shoved down
past a long table of inquisitive guys wit
little signs hangin' over em, checked
nine times, heaved troo ta shake hands

From "Purple and White" of Millsaps College:
ACT I
"Morning Batzenglab." .
"Morning Schnifljuk."
"Say, my boss has the colic.
What would you give him?"
"Well, when my hoss has the colic,
give him turpentine."
ACT U
"Morning Batzenglab."
"Morning Schnialjuk."
"Say, what did you say to give my
sick hoss?"
"Turpentine.··
"Well, I gave him turpentine and
he died."
"Dat's funny, mine did too!"

n.

By Mary ] ean Godwin
"Jimmie, speak to us! Uncross your
eyes! What in the world is wrong with
you? " This poor, trying but unsuccessful, freshman found. our beloved editor
in the zombie-state that Sunday afternoon at the time of the dead line. It
was indeed sad because he was such a
good editor.
"Is this right? Why not? I can't do
this! Somebody help me!" all of
chose questions shouted at the guy didn't affect him - much. Why should
twenty people yelling at once in a
room a yard square bother anyone?
Bllt Topeka - alias Jimmie - is
now resting peacefully in a sanatorium. .
The freshman class will gladly accept
dcnations on his expenses there - feel
kinda responsible, you know.
"The master-piece is in. This is it! "
1.-J°cver before in the history of journalism were there so many products ot
z~·niuses. The beaming and proud fac::s
ol the journalistis (don't begrudge us
the name, anyway) when turning in
their copy practically blinded the staH
working in the Bison office.
I !...now you Hardingians realize. ho\11'
tortunate you are to have such a prom
ising freshman class. (Yep, that su re
!S U~ . )

CENTRAL
BARBER SHOP
Come Over and See Us

..----C-o_m_p_li-.m-e_n_t_s_of---11
WHITE COUNTY
WATER CO.
_.

_

•

.for a more enjoyable

~

1

E.

Poor Editor . . .

I

;A~NIGHT .Snomdenf
l
Variety

and a

Srrwoth, Smart
Stroll Through
Surnmer

. For Electrical Appliances

MARK TWAIN SHIR'T S FALCON SPORTS w ·EAR
DIGBY SLACKS -

D & W Men's Store
"Everything for ·the College Man"
HEEL LATCH

.............. .

-----------------------,.,....~

24 HOUR TAXI SERVICE

PHONE 586

PHONE 586

CITY CAB
-"WE

ARE

C01\1PANY
INSURED"-

Off ice At Roberson's Rendezvous
Mr. and Mrs. 0. G. Jones, Owners

COMPLIMENTS

of

WHITE HOUSE
Grocery and Market
"Where you find what you like to eat"

Your feet will look lovely, fed lithe and
ready in a pair of Trim Treds. Plenty of
styles for all your warm weather activities.

$5.95 to 7.95
THIS IS A FEATURE

OF EVERY'

HEEL LATCH SHOE

ALWAYS

WELCOME

-at-

The Ideal Shop

it____________________________________,.

Beuf's ljleanery
1Oc Hamburger's
Day and Night Service

FAMILy

SHOE STORE

SEARCY, ARKANSAS
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Meta Moes Enjoy
Petit Jean Trip
Saturday, March 22, the Metah Moe
social club went to Petit Jean on their
spring outing. A breakfast of ham and
eggs, milk, toast and jam was served
at Morrilton.
After arriving at Petit Jean, the
morning was spent hiking and exploring larger parts of the mountains.
Lunch, which consisted of hotdog~.
pork and beans, potato salad, . cold
drinks, and karonut pie, was served outdoors.
Early in tli.e afternoon the g roup
started their trip back to the campus.
Cookies, marshmellows, apples, and
oranges were served on the buss.
The date list included: Anne Carter,
Bill Harris; Phyliss Forsee, Bill Nations;
Elizabeth Beaty, Rex Bullimore; Char>lene Dodd, Ruth King; Inez Hayes,
Bernard Veteto; Olive Peddle, Bill O'Neal; Norma Forsee, Forest Moyer;
Helen McDonald, Winston Gaur; Rena
Sheaffer, Charles Draper; Sybil Bennett,
Joe Lemmons; Margaret Clampitt, Bill
Aven; Grace Arimura, Richard Veteto;
Norma Ruth Rushing; George Parker,
Winnie Bell; Wilton Pate, Mildred
Bell and Robert Hare.
Betty Nell McRae; Mildred Horne;
Gretta Shewmaker; Laverne 'Sevedge,
Irene Hall, Richard Raylor; Vera Kiihnl, John Kernon; Grace Johnson,
Roger Hawley; Mary Beth McClure,
Jack Harris; Mary Lynn Minick, Bill
Minick; Art Peddle, Georgia Peddle;
Betty artha Walston, Lee Burford; Judy
Hogan, Donald Cluck; Glen Buchanan,
Lois Seabough, Ray Wills, and Mr. and
Mrs. Jack Wood Sears, sponsors for
the trip.

P ractice Begins
For May Fete
Practice on the May Fete •began
Tuesday morning, March 25, at 6:00
a. m. The girls will practice each morning from 6 :00 to 7 :00 until the day
the queen will be crowned, May 6.
Those appearing on the program are
as follows: Jean Chouteau, Betty Sue
Traylor, Mildred Lanier, Edna Hodge,
Vivian Rogers, Lou Dugger, Carnelle
Patterson, Dixie Dillard, Marianne
Hazlett, Jo O 'Neal, Lois Church, Estelle
Jackson, Billie Baird, Lois Vaughan,
Lois Hemingway, Margaret Smart, Lois
Jackson, Ruth Wills, Lu Patten.
Bettye Oldham, Dorothy Brewer, Jan -

,
I

et Rea, Gwen Davis, Ann Spiro, Mabel
Perry, Gwen Futtrell, Mary Lee Strawn,
Sybil Hibbard, Juanita Waller, Lois
Seabaugh, Rena Luttrell, Jessie Fay
Jamieson, Barbara Brown, Francille
Keith, Madalon Herren, Doris Gibson,
Rosemary Pledger, Jo Connell, Doris
Johnson, Sybil Bennett, Grace Arimura
Olive Peddle, Carletta Froud, Dori~
Abney, and the entire Ju Go Ju club.

•••••••••••••a••••••••••

Club Notes

HARD

Maddox, Jane Neal, Paul Clark,
McCluggage, Paul Marquette, and
Cathcart.
The "K" Club is composed of
ents from Kansas and Kentucky.
Cathcart is the club sponsor .

in Nashville, Tennessee last weekend.
--<>-Rosemary Pledger went home last
weekend. Her brother, George, and
Ray Faine visited here Friday.

Estel
Mrs .
studMrs.

-o-DELTA IOTA
In an election meeting last week
Charles Stovall was chosen as president of the Delta Iota club for the
'47-'48 college session.
He succeeds Henry Farrar who held
the position for the current school year.
Students filling the remaining club
offices are: Guthrie Dean, vice presi.dent; Jimmy Cole, secretary-treasurer;
Melvan Evans, parliamentarian.
They replace Charles Stovall, vice
president; Charles Dayle, secretarytreasurer; Gurtrie Dean, parliamentar·
ian.

CAVALIERS
The Cavaliers held their regular
meeting Thursday evening, March 20,
at the Rendezvous. After the business
meeting, Jack Webb was received as a
new member.
The club meets each Thursday night
at 7 :00 at the Rendezvous. Several
members of the club who have been in
the services and away for several years
are back in active membership. John
Mason is the present president; Leland
Waters, vice president; and Reagan
Yarbrough, secretary-treasurer.
-0--

K. CLUB
The "K" Club had a successful outing at the golf course, Saturday, March
22. Softball and other games were played by those attending.
Their picnic menu consisted of cream
cheese and tuna fish sandwiches, ice
cleam and chocolate syrup, lemonade,
and potato chips.
The people who attended are as follows: Marilyn McCluggage, Evelyn '
Rhodes, Bob Riggs; Johnnie Nell Ray,
Jule Miller, Madge McCluggage, Mr.
and Mrs. Max Mowerer, Ralph Noffsinger, John Reynolds, Bob Kerr, Mary
Elizabeth Kerr, Evelyn Coultas, Keith
Stigers, Wrena Mae Shaffer, Dennis

JR.,

B. B. BENTON'S

Haircuts 40c

Shaves 25c

"With or Without Conversation"

t_

-0.--

Mrs. J. I. Mahan of Shirley visited
several days last week with her daughter Pearl.

-o-Robert Yingling is coach and mathr
ematics teacher at Kensett. Robert was
a TNT and very active in sports.
Teaching in Searcy High we find
Bill Laas, Fayetta Coleman, and Margaret Alice Redus. While Bill was here
he directed the orchestra. Fayetta was
an L C., Campus Player and secretary·
rreasurer of the Alpha Psi Omega.
Margaret Alice was a Campus Player

--0-

Maryanne Hazelett and Nadine and
Geraldine Young will go to Bartlesville, Oklahoma, next weekend.

~

Bradley's Barber Shop

OPEN TUESDAY • SATURDAY

-A shop that tries Jo be Christian-West Market Street
Bradley
Cato

. l>HONE 440

Carnell Patterson went to her home

COMPLIMENTS OF-

STANDARD OIL
COMPANY

...........

ECONOMY

STOTT'S
DRUGSTORE

For

-o--

STAPLE AND FANCY

PRESCRIPTIONS

FOOD

PHONE 33

OF NEW JERSEY

--~

·-·············
l

I

DELUXE
BARBER SHOP

Your Patronage Highly Appreciated
S. A. Coffey - 0. A. West

106 E. Market· Phone No. 8

t............ ...... . .

MAKE OUR STORE
YOUR
HEADQUARTERS

PARK AVENUE
GROCERY

W. E. Walls

HANDY -

Smith-Vaughan Mercantile
Company

HELPFUL

--o--

"White County's Fastest Growing Store"

---0--

STERLING'S
Jus.. off tht. CampuJ

5c & lOc STORE

•

Welcome, Harding Students, To

Quaint Beauty Shop

--0-

ries us is how long he will stay.

CENTRAL
ARKANSAS RADIO
COMPANY

The Washington State "Evergreen"
says that the next time your professor
mentions how busy he is remind him
of the duties of a school teacher in
1661. At that time they acted as court
messenger, served summonses, conduct·
ed ceremonial services of the church,
led the Sunday choir, rang the bell for
public worship, dug the graves, took
charge of the school and performed
numerous other occasional duties. And
not only that, but Adam Roelandson,
one of the first schol teachers in the
colonies, took in the washing on the
side.

--0-

Estes, Marilyn, and Madge McOuggage, Leland Waters, Virginia Lawyer,
Everyn Rhodes and Lavera Novak will
go to Witchita, Kansas this weekend.

Scientists want to know how long

I

.--------~---~~·-····

GEORGE BELL
MOTOR COMPANY

MOBILGAS

Many old Harding 'Students now
live in Searcy.
--aMrs. Robert Martin lives here while
her husband goes to school. She is the
former Bertha Mae Tidwell. While
here Bertha was a Ju Go Ju.

Off
~---······---'

Dorothy Templeton, Golden Young,
Anita Showers, and Jean Ashcraft spent
Monday shopping in Little Rocle.

man has been on earth, but what wor-

t

l

--0--

'I ....The. . Campus
---1

-()--

Mr. and Mrs. Hugh Vaughan of
Granite, Oklahoma, announced. the engageme[\J of their daughter, Lois Lorraine, to Bernie L. Vines of Terrell,
Texas, Monday, March 24.
Lois, a senior at Harding is a member of the Las Companeras social club
and a participant in the May Fete.
Bernie, the son of Mr, and Mrs. J.
H. Vines of Terrell, is an active member of the Praters Sod.alis social club.
The wedding plans hav~ not as yet
been completed.

~-·········· · ··········

BUSY BEE BARBER SHOP

-(}1--

Em played as office assistant at Federated is Dorothy Browning.

Mr. and Mrs. Roy Hollingsworth
visited ·Mary Kay recently.

Vaughn .. Vines

Mgr

Phone No. 30

--0-

Marie Murphy spent the weekend at
her home in Swifton.

Mrs. L. O. Sanderson of Norman,
Oklahoma, spent several days last week
with her daughter, Lloyaene.

Engagements

and Alpha Psi Omega.
-o-Mrs. Reagan Yarbrough is employed
at Searcy Bank. She is the former Guerlayne Fuller and was a Ju Go Ju.

Mrs. Carlos Gunter of Jackson, Mississippi, visited her daughter Jean last
week.
-a-Mrs. E. G. Baggett of Jackson, Mississippi, visited on the campus with
Eddie and Mr. and Mrs. Richard Baggett last Monday.

--0--

·-~ -~;~~~~ ·;~;~~~~ -~·1
]. C. JAMES,
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HARDING STUDENTS ESPECIALLY
WELCOME TO-

Robertson's Drug Store

MOBILOIL

Coffee Bar Eat Shop

- - -oOo - - -

Let Thie.; Garage Serve You

(Back of Plaza Theatre)

-GI FTS-DRUG~
-ANTIQUES-

-for-

"Better Service To All Is Our .Goal"

-Drinks
. -Pies

-Sandwiches
-Chili

TELEPHONE 112

Ir
WHITEHOUSE
CAFE
----,01-----

Meals - - Short Orders
----01- --"A PLACE WHERE YOU CAN COME
KNOWING YOU WILL BE WELCOME"

Largest Store in Searcy
LADIES'
-Ha ts
Coats
-Dresse· s
-Shoes
MEN'S-Hats

-Shirts
-Suits

Robbins-S-:n~~;d
Mercantile Company

1____,_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
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Let us do your dirty vvork!
Brmg Your Laundry and Dry Cleaning

I!

TO

•

I
I

I
i

___,&l.

Harding College

Lau~dry

.a nd

Dry Cleaning Plant

t.
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Sports Chatter
I was sitting in the Bison office late
one afternoon last week when I heard
an unusual commotion outside. I we.nt
to the window and looked out. A large
crowd was at the horse shoe court,
milling around in a most excited manner, and jabbering away about some·
thing. Never being one to miss a potential scoop, I ·hurried out the.re. &.
mid all the shouting and confusion, I
was able' to receive the most shocking
news in weeks. CHARLES DRAPER
had just thrown a double ringer. That
feat, friends, is comparable to a Grady
Grammer School student passing one
of Dr. Jack Wood's biology exams.
-0--

1 have found one person who did
not know that the Dodgers were in the
National League. The Brooklyn Dodgers, I mean. That brought to my attention the fact that perhaps not all of
the sports fans in Harding know which
of the intramural softball teams are in
which league. The National is composed of the DODGERS, CARDINALS, BRAVES, and CUB'S, while in
the American we have the YANKEES,
RED SOX, INDIANS, and TIGERS.
-0-

SPORTS SHORTS PICTURES
OF the week : COACH BERRYHILL
with straw hat and garden rake work·
ing on the softball diamond .. . BEST
SLUGGING EXHIBITION in the softball league to date was giV'en by JOE
WELLS Red Sox first baseman, with
a home' ru·n,. rwo triples, and a double
in four times at bat against the Tigers
last Friday . . . CUTEST NAME tag·
ged on anyone recently was the "Sec·
ret Weapon" handle attached to WENDELL
KIMBROUGH
by 'Speedy
Moore .. • STRONGEST THROWING
ARM seen in the infant softball season
belongs to MAXINE JUSTICE. In a
girls softball game one day last week,
she attempted to throw out a would-be
base pilferer from her catching posiition. The throw reached the pitcher's
box on the third bounce . .. PREDICTION of the week: DALE JOHNSON
who said, "Singles in . the horse shoes
tourney will be as follows: JOHNSON,
D. LAWYER, DRAPER, in that order."

Braves. Hit Timely
To Tame Cards 13-6
Howard Ewing ~ossed a five-hitter at
the Cardinals Thursday afternoon, and
with the help of some timely hitting
by bis team mates, beat them 13 to 6.
Catcher Bill O'Neal provided the necessary offensive spark with a double, a
single, and a long home run.
Except for a couple of fielding laps·
es, the Braves were a pretty good ball
team behind Ewing. They came from
behind after errors allowed the Cards
to score a run in the first.
The Braves came back with five runs

by Jimmie Atkmson

~ their half of the first on a couple of
errors, two walks off Doug lawyer, and
a duo of base hits, one of them O',
Neal's homer.
Johnnie Baldwin and Steve . Eeks·
tein each oollected two hits to give o·.
Neal help from the batter's box. Bob
Lanier, Arvin Edwards, lawyer, Rex
Tillman, and Captain Joe Barton were
the only Cards able to connect safely·
off the offerings of Ewing. fawyer's
blow was a homer in the fourth. Jesse
Vanhooser also hit one for four bases,
his lick coming in the third with one
Brave team mate on base.

Yanks Win Easily
In. Softball Opener

Mowrer, c-lb
Tate, cf
M. Ganus, 2 b
R. Johnson, rf
D. Johnson, lb
Jackson, c
Hare, p
TOTALS

MARCH 27. 1947
1
0
3
1
1
0
1

3

3
4
2
2

3
l
2
l .

0
0

3
0
0
0
1
9

A barrage of nineteen base hits en2
0
abled the Yankees to scalp the Indians
4
0
20 to 10· in the opener of the softball
31 10
9
tournament last Wednesday afternoon.
Nine Indian errors made the Yankees'
job even easier.
A · single by Captain Jimmie Miller
tn the second inning started the Yanks
on the victory trail. Miller went to secEleven walks dished out by two Red
ond when the Indian infield messed up
Sox pitchers in the fourth inning gave
Wesley Smith's grounder and they both
the Yankees 10 big runs and a 13 to 12
Kored on Joe Webb's double to left
victory Tuesday afternoon .
field.
The Sox were leading 4 to 0 going
The Y1mks added two more in the
into the fourth, but Malcom Kelly sudthird, seven in the fourth, a couple in
denly lost control and passed eight
the fifth, four in the sixth, and three
Yankees on to first base before he
m the seventh.
traded places with Center Fielder Bill
Brickk Hurst gave up nine hits to Simpson. Simpson gave up three more
the Indians two doubles to Mel Young
free bases before he was able to re·
Speedy Moore and his Red Sox, beand three ~o-baggers to Melvi~ Ganus.
tire the side. The Yanks got one base
hind the effective pitching of Malcolm
Hurst walked five inen and hit two
hit in this hectic round, a single by
Kelley, banged out sixteen hits of as- others with pitched balls. Bob Hare
First Baseman Les Perrin.
sorted sizes co hand the Tigers a 12 to
went all the way for the losers.
The Sox kept fighting and nearly
5 lacing Friday. Joe Wells, lanky first
Leading hitters for the Yanks. were
pulled the game out with two runs in
sacker, was the main cog in the Sockirst Baseman Les Perrin, Smith, Webb,
their half of the fourth , single counters
ers' bit-parade, getting a home run, two
~d Cecil Beck with three hits apiece. in the fifth and sixth and four tallies
triples, and a double in four tries.
One of Perrih's blows was a homer lead · in the seventh. Captain Jimmie Miller
A six-run outburst in the fifth inmg off the fifth.
took a fly from the bat of Dick Veteto
ning on homers by Wells and James
BOX SCORE I
to end the game.
Yingling, doubles by Jack Harris and Yankees
ab
r
h
e
Leading hitters for the winners were
Bill Simpson, and three singles from
Draper, ss
6
2
0 Perrin and Keith Thompson. Simpson
2
the bats of Moore, Kelley, and WenPerrin, lb
6
4
0 and Wendell Kimbrough each hit
3
dell "S. W." Kimbrough put the game · Beck, 3b
3
6
3 0 Clark Stevens of the Yanks for a coupout of re-.Lch of the Tigers. Catcher Hurst, p
3 1
0
le of safeties.
Johnnie Clark and left fielder Dick Miller, 2b
5
2
l
2
Tuesday's win by the Yanks gave
Veteto were the only Sox who failed
Smith, lf
5
2
1
3
them their second straight in the race
to hit safely in the big fifth.
K. Thompso'n, cf .
5
l
l
0
for the American League · crown.
George Parker got the only extra Dean, .rf
5 0
1
0
base hit of the seven bingles Kelley Webb,c
4
3
0
3
allowed the Tigers when he caught one
TOTALS
4:7 20 19
2
HERE TO SERVEon the nose for a round-tripper in the Indians:top half of the fourth:
Cluck, ss
4
0
0
3
BOX SCORE
Young, 1f
4
2
2
0
Red Sox
ab
h
e B. Harris, 3b
3
0
0
2
Simpson, 2b
4
2
2
2
J. Clark, c
4
0
0
0
-----0--Yingling, rf
2
2
3
0
Summitt, rf
1
0
0
0
Building Materials
4 · 3
J. Wells, lb
4
0
Shoes
Re.
p
aired
-White
Moore, ss
Phone 446
4
2 ... 3
0
]. Harris, cf
You Wait
4
1
1
0
Veteto, rf
0
1
0
3
Kelley, p
0
2
3
0
Kimbrough, 3b
2
1
0
3
TOTALS
2
33 12 16
Tigers:Catterton, 3 b
0
2
1
0
Fraser, If
4
0
2
0
Sams, cf
1
0
0
3
Parker, ss
4
1
0
G. Thompson, 2b
1
4
1
0
W. Wells, lb
0
0
1
3
Hart, c
0
3
0
Pickartz, rf
2
2
1
1
Shaffer, p
0
2
0
3
TOTALS
4
28
5
7

Eleven Walks In Fourth
Give Yanks 13-12 Win

Joe Wells Bat Star As
Red Sox Tak~ Tigers

r-==============n
DR. R. W. TOLER

s

WOOD-FREEMAN
LU?tjBER CO.

PHELPS
SHOE ·sHOP

·--.S tu den

t
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YOU CAN STILL PLACE ORDERS FOR

PHOTOGRAPHS

Determined Cubs Bang
Independents 9 to 5
A determined team of Cubs kept
banging away at the offerings of Grady
Hicks until they had a 9 to S victory
to their credit in a non-league tilt
Saturday. They had to come from behind to take their fir~ win of the
year,
The Independents, a cocky gang of
ball players, sent two runs across the
plate in the top half of the first mning
on errors and Bernie Vines' hove run
down the left field line. They l'!d un til the third when the Cubs countc l
five times on hits by W . B. Clark, Coy
Campbell, George Reagan, Brodie
Crouch and an infield error. Cr0uch's
blow was a homer to deep left field .
Cl~rk also collected a circuit smash, his
wallop scoring John Brown ahead ot
him in the sixth.
Reagan pitched steady ball for the
Cu.bs all the way. Crouch was a b!p
help with his homer plus fine de{ensive
work behind the bat.
BOX SCORE
h
e
ab
Cubs
W. Clark, lf
4
2 2 0
Wright, lb .
4
1

Coy Campbell, 2 b
Reagan, p
Colis Campbell, SS
Wilkerson, cf
Crouch, c
Thomas, 3b
Brown, rf
TOTALS
Independents :Tranum, c
Hicks, p
Swimm, lb
Vines, 2b
Collins, rf
A. Hart, 3b
Fogg, ss
Cook, rf-2b
Moody, cf
M . Miller, 1f
TOTALS

KROGER'S

1
0
1

3
3

0

3

1

l

32

9

13

4

0
2
2
l
0

1
0
1

4
3
3
l

4
4
3
3
2

0
0
0
0
0

31

5

Dentist

Wm. WALKER STUDIO

X-RAYS

One-Half Block No'rth of Rendezvous

3
0

0

2

0

0
0
8

1
1
3
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PARK VIEW
SERVICE STATION
CARTHEL ANGEL
O wner

~

-

Compliments of

---

JAMES L. FIGG
LICENSED
OPTOMETRIST
-0-

For The Finest
MERCHANDISE

Eye~ Tested- Glasses Fitted
-o-Searcy, Arkansas

--o--

Arkansas

Ro-meo's Cafe
We don't feature Juliet
because
OUR SPECIALTY IS GOOD FOOD
Mr. and Mrs. W. A. 1\rnold

Harding College
Students
WELCOME
YOU

HARDING----..

AT

ALL

TIMES

WE APPRECIATE YOUR
BUSINESS

Carefree and comfortable
SPRING :SPORTSWEAR for Everyone at
FEDERATED

Security ·Bank

Ask abo·ut our time payment pl,an.

"A Friendly Institution"
.

.~
~. ..

'a

:
'

•

I'

Service is Complete at -

Headlee's Walgreen Drug Store
-and-

'•
,

l

1

!

I
t
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WE

0
0
2
0
4

0

ANNUAL PROOFS
CALL 694

l

0
0
0
0
0

FROM YOUR

Mayfair

0
0

Now in stock at the College Book
Store Better Homes and Gardens
Baby Book.

OKLAHOMA
TIRE AND SUPPLY CO.

-:-

2
2
2
0
2

2

SEARCY ICE AND
COAL COMPANY
Phone 555

COMPLETE FOOD
MARKET

Searcy,

4
4
4
3

Headlee's Rexall Drug Store

l
•

,,

